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Abstract: A comparison of two modular linear permanent-magnet vernier (LPMV) machines is presented. A modular LPMV machine 

with a partitioned primary, which can significantly improve the modulation effect, is proposed. Benefitting from the partition design, the 

space conflict between the permanent magnet (PM) and the armature magnetic field is relieved. First, the topologies of modular LPMV 

machines with and without a partitioned primary are presented. Then, the effect of the partitioned primary on the modular LPMV machine 

is analyzed using flux modulation theory. Moreover, analytical expressions for the trapezoidal permeance are derived. In addition, the 

harmonic components, back electromotive forces, and thrust forces of the machines with and without the partitioned primary are 

comparatively analyzed. The results reveal that the thrust force density of the LPMV machine with a partitioned primary is increased by 

32.3%. Finally, experiments are performed on a prototype machine for validation. 
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Nomenclature  

PPM Number of PM arrays 
Ps Number of effective modulating teeth 
Pw Number of pole pairs of the armature windings
Lm Distance between adjacent primary modules (mm)
k A positive integer 
τs Secondary pole pitch of the two machines 

(mm) 
F Magnetomotive force 
F0 DC component of the magnetomotive force 
Fi ith harmonic component of the magnetomotive 

force 
i, j 0, 1, 2, …, ∞ 
Ns Number of elementary units 
L Effective length of the secondary (mm) 
FPM Amplitude of the magnetomotive force waveform
x Airgap position (mm) 
θ Magnetization angle of the obliquely 
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magnetized PMs 
a Width of the obliquely magnetized PMs (mm)
b Width of the radially magnetized PMs (mm) 
v Speed of the primary (m/s) 
t Time (ms) 
Λ Permeance coefficient 
Λ0 DC component of the permeance 
Λj Harmonic component of the permeance 
x0 Initial airgap position (mm) 
c1, c2 Widths of the teeth and slots in the secondary of the 

LPMV machine without the partitioned primary 
d1 Width of the gap between the upper ends of the 

secondary of the LPMV machine with the 
partitioned primary 

d2 Width of the lower ends of the secondary of the 
LPMV machine with the partitioned primary 

Λe, Λh Length between the maximum and minimum 
permeance 

Λf, Λl Minimum permeance 
B Airgap flux density 
m 1, 3, 5, …, ∞ 
Nm Harmonic component of the winding function
Lstk Axial lamination length of the two machines 
Np Numbers of armature winding turns 
kw Winding factor 
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1  Introduction 

Owing to their advantages with regard to cost and 
manufacturing, linear induction machines have been 
successfully used in long-stroke applications, such as 
light rails and maglev trains [1-4]. However, the electrical 
and mechanical energy conversion rates are relatively 
low. With the development of permanent magnet (PM) 
materials, linear PM machines can address this 
problem [5-8]. However, conventional linear PM 
machines are expensive because their armature windings 
or PMs are mounted on long secondaries. 

Linear primary PM machines have been 
proposed [9-12]. Both the PMs and armature windings 
of the linear primary PM machine are mounted on the 
short primary, whereas the long secondary is 
composed of only the iron core. Compared with 
conventional linear PM machine, this structure can 
significantly reduce the number of PMs and coils;  
thus, the cost is significantly reduced in long-stroke 
applications. Linear primary PM machines can be 
divided into linear flux PM machines [13-14], linear 
flux-switching PM machines [15-16], and linear PM 
vernier (LPMV) machines [17-18]. Owing to their 
advantages, such as a relatively simple topology and 
small thrust force ripple, LPMV machines have attracted 
increasing attention. However, conventional LPMV 
machines suffer from a significant leakage flux of the 
PMs, resulting in a relatively low thrust force density. To 
address this issue, a PM array was proposed [19] that 
combined the advantages of Halbach and 
consequent-pole PM arrays [20-21]. This not only reduces 
the number of PMs but also increases the thrust force. 

In recent years, it has been verified that a modular 
design can improve the fault-tolerant capability [22-23], 
where the mutual inductance between phases is 
optimized by adjusting the distance between unit 
modules. However, the influence of the modular 
design on the modulation effect cannot be ignored. 
The modular design has undesirable effects. For 
example, each module generates a new detent force, 
resulting in a large thrust-force ripple. This reduces the 
back electromotive force (back EMF). Therefore, it is 
necessary to propose a modular structure that does not 
degrade the machine performance. 

Moreover, regarding the topology of the existing 

modular LPMV machine, the armature windings and 
PMs are located in the same primary [24-25]. This 
structure leads to accelerated crowding of the PM and 
armature magnetic fields. Therefore, it is difficult to 
increase the thrust force density. A partitioned primary 
can solve this problem [26-28]. It splits the primary into 
two parts, allowing the armature windings and PMs to 
be located in different parts. The thrust force and 
reliability of the machine can be improved by combining 
a partitioned primary design with a modular design. 
However, whether this conforms to the modulation 
mechanism requires further study. A comparison of the 
flux-modulation effects between modular LPMV 
machines with and without a partitioned primary is 
insufficient. Using flux modulation theory, the influence 
of the partitioned primary on LPMV machines can be 
effectively analyzed. 

In this study, modular LPMV machines with and 
without a partitioned primary were compared. The 
internal mechanism of the improved modulation effect 
was analyzed from the perspective of harmonics. The 
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 introduces the topologies of the two LPMV 
machines. In Section 3, the magnetomotive force 
(MMF)-permeance models of the two LPMV 
machines are derived. The analytical results for the 
airgap flux density are then compared with the results 
of the finite-element method (FEM). In Section 4, the 
harmonic amplitudes, back EMFs, and thrust forces of 
the two machines are compared and analyzed. A 
prototype machine was built and tested to verify the 
accuracy of the theoretical analyses, as described in 
Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2  Topology explanation 

The topologies of the modular LPMV machines with 
and without a partitioned primary are shown in Fig. 1. In 
contrast to the machine without a partition, a machine 
with a partition splits the primary into two separate parts, 
where the PMs and armature windings are spatially 
isolated. Therefore, a machine with a partition can solve 
the problem of insufficient thrust force density without a 
partition. The armature windings and PMs were located 
in the primaries of the two machines. These topologies 
are suitable for long-term stroke applications because of 
their low costs. The magnetization directions of the PM 
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arrays are shown in Fig. 1. The use of the PM array not 
only reduces flux leakage but also assists the middle 
PMs in generating the main flux, thereby increasing the 

PM utilization rate. The amount of PMs in the two 
machines was kept the same to ensure that their 
magnetic loads were identical. 

 

Fig. 1  Configurations of the LPMV machines 

A secondary machine with a partitioned primary has 
an inverted trapezoidal structure, as shown in Fig. 1b, 
where the upper end of the trapezoidal structure is 
longer than the lower end. Compared with traditional 
structures, the inverted trapezoidal structure has the 
advantage of less flux leakage in the lower airgap, 
which improves the electromagnetic performance. 

To satisfy the modulation relationship, the two 
machines adopt a modular primary design. The 
requirements for the modular primary design are 
shown in Fig. 2. Because of the offset between the 
modules, the electrical angle between phases changes. 
Therefore, a symmetric six-phase back EMF can be 
obtained using a modular primary design. To satisfy 
the operating mechanism, the distance between 
adjacent primary modules Lm can be expressed as 
follows 

 
1

2 6m s
kL τ⎛ ⎞= ±⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (1) 

where k represents a positive integer, and τs represents 
the secondary pole pitch. 

 

Fig. 2  Modular design parameters of the two machines 

The two linear machines adopt the same winding 
connections, as shown in Fig. 3. To obtain symmetric 
six-phase no-load back EMFs, the two coils in each 
phase should be connected in opposite directions. The 
phase-angle difference between phase windings is 60°, 
whereas the difference between adjacent modules is 
120°. In addition, the numbers of winding turns and 
load currents are the same for the two machines. 
Therefore, the electrical loads are identical. 

 

Fig. 3  Winding structures of two machines 

The design parameters of the two machines are 
presented in Tab. 1. A machine with a partition has two 
layers of airgaps. To ensure that the airgap reluctances 
of the two machines are the same, the overall airgap 
lengths of the two machines are the same. In addition, 
for a fair comparison, the same materials and 
electromagnetic loads are used for the two machines. 

The two machines conform to flux modulation 
theory. The relationship among the number of PM 
arrays PPM, the number of effective modulating teeth 
Ps, and the number of pole pairs of the armature 
windings Pw is given as follows 
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 w s PMP P P= −  (2) 

To achieve a stable and continuous thrust force, the 
speed of the primary magnetic field should be equal to 
that of the armature magnetic field. In addition, the 
PM pole pair should be consistent with that of the 
modulated armature magnetic field. Therefore, the 
speed of the working flux can be expressed as follows 

 s
PM

w

P
v v

P
=  (3) 

 s

w

P
G

P
=  (4) 

where G, v, and PMv represent the modulation ratio, 
mechanical speed, and airgap magnetic field speed, 
respectively. 

Tab. 1  Design specifications of the two machines 

Parameter Without 
partition 

With 
partition 

Primary pole pitch/mm 52.5 

Primary length/mm 680 

Primary slot opening/mm 2 

Secondary pole pitch/mm 15 

Width of the secondary spilt teeth/mm 5 

Thickness of PMs/mm 5 

Width of obliquely magnetized PMs/mm 3.5 

Angle of obliquely magnetized PMs/(°) 35 

Width of horizontally magnetized PMs/mm 3 

Overall airgap length/mm 2 

Width of upper end of secondary teeth/mm 5 13 

Width of lower end of secondary teeth/mm 6 

Lamination material DW315_50 

PM material NdFe35 

Rated current/A 5 

Rated speed/(m/s) 1.5 

Number of PM arrays 36 

Number of secondary teeth 42 

Number of turns per coil 100 

3  Effect of partitioned primary 

3.1  PM MMF 

The open-circuit airgap flux density of LPMV 
machines with and without a partitioned primary can 
be calculated using the MMF and permeance models. 
Before establishing the MMF model, the following 
assumptions should be made: ①  the magnetic 
permeability of the iron core is infinite, ② the airgap 
magnetic field only varies in the x-axis direction, ③ 

the PM MMF is a square wave, and ④ there is no 
PM MMF in the horizontal direction. The salient teeth 
and the PMs of the primary teeth were considered in 
the MMF model, and the salient teeth of the secondary 
were considered in the permeance model. Therefore, 
the analytical model can fully capture the effect of the 
partitioned primary on flux modulation. 

Fig. 4 shows the PM MMF waveform in one 
module of the two machines. The PM MMF contains 
12 elementary units, each of which can be regarded as 
one period. Because consequent-pole PM arrays are 
used, the salient teeth at both ends can be considered 
to have opposite polarities. For the airgap flux density, 
the MMF models are the same because the two 
machines have the same PM distribution. According to 
Fig. 4, the Fourier expression of the PM MMF for the 
two LPMV machines can be expressed as follows 

 ( ) 0
1

cos 2π s
i

i

N
F x F F i x

L

∞

=

⎛ ⎞= + ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑  (5) 
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⎧
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⎪
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⎝ ⎠⎪
⎪ +⎡ ⎤− −⎪ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩

∑

. (6) 

 
where a and b represent the widths of the obliquely 
and radially magnetized PMs, respectively, and θ 
represents the magnetization angle of obliquely 
magnetized PMs in the horizontal direction. 

As shown in Fig. 4, four consecutive salient teeth 
and three sets of PM arrays form an elementary unit. 
Each elementary unit can be regarded as a period. 
Therefore, the two machines have Ns periods. The 
spatial harmonics of the PM MMF are shown in Fig. 5. 
As shown, the PM MMF of the two machines is 
mainly composed of iNs

th-order harmonics, where i 
represents positive integers. 

 

Fig. 4  PM MMF model of the two machines 
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Fig. 5  Spatial harmonics of the PM MMF 

3.2  Permeance 

Fig. 6 shows the permeance waveforms of the two 
LPMV machines. Because of the effect of the 
partitioned primary, the secondary shapes of the two 
machines differ. Therefore, the permeance models of 
the two machines differ significantly. In addition, the 
machine with a partitioned primary has two layers of 
airgaps; the paths of the flux lines from the armature 
winding side and the PM side are different. Therefore, 
the permeance models of the upper and lower airgaps 
differ. The primary part of the machine moves at speed 
v in the positive direction of the x-axis. The 
corresponding permeance model can be expressed as 

 ( ) ( )0 0
1

2π, cosj s
j

x t jP x x vt
L

Λ Λ Λ
∞

=

⎡ ⎤= + − −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑  (7) 

 

Fig. 6  Permeance models of the two machines 

where L represents the effective length of the 
secondary teeth, Ps represents the number of effective 
modulating teeth, and x0 represents the initial airgap 
position. 

 (1) Permeance of the machine without a 
partitioned primary. According to Fig. 6a, the 
permeance model of the machine can be expressed as 

 
( )

( )

0 1 2
0

1

=

2 πsin
π

s
e f

j e f s

P
c c

L

jc P
j L

Λ Λ Λ

Λ Λ Λ

⎧ +⎪
⎪
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪ = − ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎩

 (8) 

(2) Permeance of the machine with a partitioned 
primary. According to Fig. 6b, the permeance model of 
the upper airgap can be expressed as 

 
( )

( )

0 1 2

1

=

2 πsin
π

s
h l

j h l s

P
d d

L

jd P
j L

Λ Λ Λ

Λ Λ Λ

⎧ +⎪⎪
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 (9) 

The permeance model of the lower airgap can be 
expressed as 

 
( )

( )

0 2 1

2
2 πsin
π

s
h l

j h l s

P
d d

L

jd P
j L

Λ Λ Λ

Λ Λ Λ

⎧ = +⎪⎪
⎨

⎛ ⎞⎪ = − ⎜ ⎟⎪ ⎝ ⎠⎩

 (10) 

3.3  Airgap flux density 

The effect of the partitioned primary on the LPMV 
machine was analyzed using flux modulation theory. The 
airgap flux density was calculated by multiplying the PM 
MMF by the effective airgap magnetic permeance. 
Therefore, the no-load airgap flux densities of the two 
LPMV machines can be expressed as follows 
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L L

iN jP x jP x vt
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α

β
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⎨
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⎪⎩

 (12) 

For calculating the flux densities of the different 
airgaps, Λ0 and Λj were calculated using Eqs. (8)-(10). 
From Eq. (10), it can be predicted that there exist 
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harmonics of order iNs, jPs, and |iNs±jPs| (i, j = 1, 2, 
3, …) for both airgap flux densities. 

According to the above analysis, the harmonic 
orders of the airgap flux densities of the two machines 
were identical. Owing to the effect of the partitioned 
primary, the amplitudes of these harmonics were 
completely different. The airgap flux density and its 
harmonic spectrum for the two machines were 
predicted and verified via theoretical analysis and the 
FEM, as shown in Figs. 7-9. 

  

Fig. 7  Comparison of the airgap flux densities of the machine 

without a partitioned primary obtained via two methods 

 

Fig. 8  Comparison of the upper airgap flux densities of the 

machine with a partitioned primary obtained via two methods 

 

Fig. 9  Comparison of the lower airgap flux densities of the 

machine with a partitioned primary obtained via two methods 

4  Performance analysis 

In this section, modular LPMV machines with and 
without a partitioned primary are quantitatively 
analyzed and compared using the FEM. The key 
dimensions and specifications are presented in Tab. 1. 

4.1  Modulation effect 

Fig. 10 presents the open-circuit airgap flux densities 
of the two machines. As shown, the harmonic orders 
of the two machines were identical. Owing to the 
improved flux modulation effect in the LPMV 
machine with a partitioned primary, the amplitudes of 
various harmonic components were significantly 
increased. 

In particular, compared with the LPMV machine 
without a partitioned primary, the amplitudes of the 6th, 
36th, and 48th harmonics of the machine with a 
partitioned primary were significantly increased. The 
6th harmonics of the upper and lower airgap flux 
densities were increased by 74.2% and 78.6%, 
respectively, and the 36th and 48th harmonics of the 
lower airgap flux density were increased by 41.7% and 
49.8%, respectively. 

From the above analysis, the airgap flux density 
contains fruitful harmonics of different orders and 
speeds, as listed in Tab. 2. Different combinations of 
the modulation factors i and j modulate the different 
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harmonic components of the airgap flux density. 
Typically, a combination of i and j modulates two 
types of rotating modulation harmonics: (iNs+jPs)th 
and (|iNs − jPs|)th. 

 

Fig. 10  Comparison of the open-circuit airgap flux densities 

of the two machines 

Tab. 2  Classification of harmonics in the  

airgap PM flux density 

Spatial order Mech. speed Elec. speed 
iNs 0 0 

iNs+jPs −jPsv/(iNs+jPs) −jPsv 
iNs− jPs>0 −jPsv/(iNs+jPs) jPsv 
iNs− jPs<0 −jPsv/(iNs+jPs) −jPsv 

4.2  Back EMF 

Through the concept of the winding function, the 
arrangement of the armature windings can be fully 
considered. The single-phase winding function can be 
expressed as 

 ( ) ( )
1,3,5

2π, cosm w
m

N x t N m P x vt
L

∞

=

⎡ ⎤= −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑  (13) 

The airgap PM flux density and winding function 
are derived as described above. By integrating their 
products, the corresponding phase PM flux linkage can 
be expressed as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
0

, , d
L

stkt L B x t N x t xψ = ∫  (14) 

where Lstk represents the axial lamination length of the 
two machines. 

Furthermore, according to Faraday’s law, the phase 

back EMF can be expressed as follows 
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1 1
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s
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∞ ∞
+
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−
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⎡
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(15)

 

where B represents the airgap flux density, and kw is 
the winding factor. 

According to Tab. 2 and Eq. (15), the contribution 
of the airgap PM flux-density harmonics of the two 
LPMV machines to the fundamental wave of the 
opposite potential was calculated. Because the 
machine with the partitioned primary has two layers of 
airgaps, the phase angles of the 12th, 24th, and 36th 
harmonics are opposite at any given time, as shown in 
Fig. 11. Therefore, when calculating the no-load back 
EMF, the magnitude of the harmonic in the opposite 
direction was marked as negative for processing. Tabs. 
3 and 4 present the contribution of each harmonic 
order to the back EMF for the two machines. The 
analytical values of the no-load back EMF for the 
machines without and with the partition were 70.8 V 
and 98.1 V, respectively, and the corresponding FEM 
results were 73.4 V and 101.1 V, respectively. The 
errors between the results of the two methods were 
3.5% and 3.0%, respectively; thus, the calculation 
results were relatively accurate. 

 

Fig. 11  Phase angles of partial harmonics 
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Tab. 3  Fundamental phase back EMFs induced by 

dominant spatial harmonics for the machine  

without a partition 

Spatial order Amplitude/T Back-EMF/V 

6th 0.074 18.6 

12th 0.136 17.1 

18th 0.036 −3.0 

24th 0.182 11.5 

30th 0.030 −1.5 

36th 0.432 18.1 

42nd 0.020 −0.7 

48th 0.341 10.7 

Total — 70.8 

Tab. 4  Fundamental phase back EMFs induced by 

dominant spatial harmonics for the machine  

with a partition 

Spatial 
order 

Amplitude of 
upper airgap/T 

Amplitude of 
lower airgap/T Back-EMF/V 

6th 0.146 0.127 68.8 

12th 0.089 −0.160 −9.0 

18th 0.064 0.042 −8.9 

24th −0.045 0.197 12.4 

30th 0.039 0.030 −3.5 

36th −0.025 0.621 25.0 

42nd 0.003 0.065 −2.5 

48th 0.012 0.488 15.8 

Total — — 98.1 

Fig. 12 shows the no-load back-EMF waveforms of 
the two machines. Relative to the machine without a 
partitioned primary, the no-load back-EMF amplitude 
of the machine with a partitioned primary was 
significantly increased. Moreover, the no-load 
back-EMF waveforms of the two machines were 
sinusoidal. The total harmonic distortion rates of the 
back EMF were 5.3% and 5.0%, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 12  Comparison of back-EMF characteristics 

4.3  Inductances and forces 

The two LPMV machines adopt a modular structure 
that can reduce the degree of coupling between phases, 
as shown in Fig. 13. Taking phase C of the two LPMV 
machines as an example, the ratios of self-inductance 
to mutual inductance were 1.8% and 3% for the 
machines without and with a partitioned primary, 
respectively. This indicates that the two machines had 
good fault tolerance. The average values of Mcb and 
Mcd differed from those of Mca, Mce, and Mcf. This is 
because there is a low-reluctance path between phase 
C and phases B and D. 

 

Fig. 13  Inductances of the two machines 

In a linear machine, a detent force does not have a 
positive effect on the thrust force but causes a thrust 
force ripple. Therefore, appropriate measures must be 
taken to reduce the detent forces of the machine. Fig. 
14 presents the detent forces of the two LPMV 
machines. The two machines exhibited similar 
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characteristics. The waveforms of the descent forces of 
the six modules were similar, with an offset of 120°. 
The waveforms of the first and last three modules 
coincided. The modular primary design method can 
superimpose and cancel the detent forces of the 
modules, significantly reducing the overall descent 
force. 

 

Fig. 14  Detent forces of the two machines 

Fig. 15a presents a comparison of the thrust forces 
of the two machines. The results indicate that the 
partitioned primary can significantly increase the 
thrust force of the machine. Therefore, the machine 
with a partitioned primary has better thrust force 
performance than the machine without a partitioned 
primary. Fig. 15b presents a comparison of the average 
thrust force variations with respect to the current. As 
shown, the LPMV machine with a partition 
outperformed the LPMV machine without a partition 
in terms of the average thrust force. 

 

 

Fig. 15  Thrust forces of the two machines 

5  Experimental validation 

To validate the theoretical analysis results, a prototype 
of the reference LPMV machine was designed and 
manufactured. The prototype and experimental 
platforms are shown in Fig. 16. The no-load back EMF 
and thrust force calculated using the FEM were 
compared with the experimental results. 

 

Fig. 16  Prototype and experimental platform 

The phase no-load back-EMF waveforms and 
harmonic spectra of the prototype obtained via 
simulation and measurement are compared in Fig. 17. 
As shown, the waveform of the no-load back EMF 
was symmetric and sinusoidal. Additionally, the 
measured waveforms agreed well with the simulated 
waveforms. Owing to errors caused by the prototype 
manufacturing process, the measurement results were 
4.3% lower than the simulation results. 
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Fig. 17  Comparison between predicted and  

measured back EMFs 

Fig. 18 presents a comparison of the experimental 
and FEM-predicted thrust forces of the LPMV 
machine with respect to the current. At the rated 
current, the error between the results obtained using 
the two methods was approximately 7.1%. The 
differences between the simulation and measurement 
results are acceptable, considering the effects of 
factors such as friction and manufacturing errors. 

 

Fig. 18  Predicted and measured thrust force variations with 

respect to the current 

6  Conclusions 

In this study, two modular LPMV machines were 
designed and analyzed. The effect of the partitioned 
primary on the modulation was evaluated from the 
perspective of the harmonic contribution of the flux 
density. The performance of the two machines was 
compared and analyzed. First, the topologies of the 
modular LPMV machines with and without a 
partitioned primary were introduced. Then, the 

expressions of the permeance and the operation 
mechanism of the two machines were analyzed the 
flux modulation theory. In addition, the harmonic 
amplitude, back EMF, and thrust forces were 
compared and analyzed, and the internal reasons for 
the performance improvement were analyzed. Under 
the same magnetic and electrical loads, the thrust force 
density of the machine with the partitioned primary 
was significantly higher (by approximately 32.3%). 
Finally, detailed tests were conducted on the prototype 
to verify the accuracy of the theoretical analysis and 
simulation results. Owing to the innovative 
combination of the modular design and partitioned 
primary, the LPMV machine with partitioning has the 
advantages of a low cost, small thrust force ripple, and 
high thrust force density. Therefore, it is suitable for 
rail transit traction systems and other applications. 
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